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TRADE IN LEGAL SERVICES: OPPORTUNITIES
AND CONSTRAINTS
Dr. N.L. MITRA

*

I
INTRODUCTION
The main obstacle to cross-border trade in legal services is the national
character of law because law is a part of local culture and life processes. But
amongst all national laws there are a good deal of similarities especially in the
basic principles abstracted from observed practices. I The Indian legal system
provides several facilities for internationalization of legal services, such as
(i) adversorial procedure ensuring procedural justice; (ii) legal code based on common practice; (iii) application of the principle of precedent and (iv) advantage of
English language. With the predominance of legislation, the only disadvantage of
uncertainty in interpretative jurisprudence has also disappeared. There is a good
deal of transfused hybriding of all major legal families of the world. Whereas
international trade, commerce and industries are pooling the legal system closer,
too much of traditionality in the qualification requirements in legal services on
knowledge of national law hinders internationalization of the profession.2 With
the integration of economies of the world, it would naturally require gradual
globalisation of the legal profession.3 A strong section of our legal profession has
taken this process of globalization of the profession adversorially, as if one can
prevent any investor coming from outside to come without his legal advisor! The
legal advisor comes as a part of the team of delegates, prepares the whole document of contract, and asks a local lawyer to sign on the dotted line. One may note
that lack of local expertise in certain fields of the law is, however, a factor that
might gradually disappear as local practices develop skills in order to attract for*

Director, National Law School of India. This paper was prepared for Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (lCRIER). Justice Bhattacharjee helped the author
with suggestions and comments at various stages of the research work and preparation of the
Report. Mr. Arun Thiruvengadam also assisted in editing.
The background note of the Council of Trade in Services (S/CfW/43 dated 6 July 1998) observed, "There are of course important similarities between national laws, in particular within
the 'great legal systems' or 'legal families', which are based on the same legal tradition and
often share common bodies of law such as case law or legal codes. (Para 5)

2

llllil

3

Ibid, See para 4.
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eign clients.4 We have to be reminded of the fact that on an affidavit, the Government of India had to suggest to a New York trial court, that the country does not
have a lawyer to deal with the Bhopal tragedy and an able judge to try the casd
GATS has come into operation. But that does not mean that there is an
automatic right of entry to our market for foreigners, as qualification requirements
and their mutual recognition would still need to be kept in place. This will be
governed by Art. VII (recognition) of GATS which in turn is related to Art. VI(4)
and VI(6).6 The professional body has to consider the standard of legal education
and certification needed to apply for licence. It has also to determine the equivalence to recognise the educational standard of another nation-state. Any profession is different from business and trade in the sense that a profession is based on
distinct knowledge and skills that are required to be obtained from educational
institutions. Professions have an epistemological basis. Naturally, the professional body is concerned about the standard, ethics and professional service. Unfortunately, when the GATS treaty was entered into, no professional body engaged in the identified services was involved in the negotiations. All these bodies
are still not adequately sensitized. Naturally, there are a lot of misconceptions and
apprehensions.
It may be pointed out that the Indian legal community has a natural advantage and can take advantage of the entire Asian market, both drawing inwards and
supplying outwards the services of legal professionals. We will be discussing in
the following pages, the consequences, constraints and necessary strategies for
further negotiations for free movement of legal services. Let us, at the outset,
know the legal professional structure. In India:
a)

Services must be supplied by natural persons who are citizens of India.
However, a foreign national may also be allowed, provided an Indian national
has similar opportunity in that foreign national's country (rule of reciprocity).

b)

the service provider is require=d to be commercially present in the place
where service is required in the country's jurisdiction. The service provider is
required to be on the rolls of advocates, in the State where he is required to
provide service.

4

Ibid.

5

See Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster Case, NLSIU Publications, P.No.I, Assembled
N.R. Madhava Menon.

6

See Annexure I : Observation of Mr. Zutshi, para 3. Mr. Zutshi further states that Art. VI(4)
and (6) lay down the criteria of qualifications and procedure for verification of competence of
professionals. A consideration may also have to be given to the issue of a possible time frame
for the opening up of the market, if immediate Iiberalisation is not considered feasible.
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c)

the service provider can either be on his own (sole proprietor) or may be a
partner of a firm (partnership) with natural persons similarly qualified to
practice law. But services must be provided by natural persons only in their
individual capacity.

d)

foreign lawyers (natural persons) may be engaged as employees or consultants of a local law firm but cannot be appointed as partners, and this too is
subject to restrictions imposed by foreign exchange regulations.

e)

joint ventures involving revenue-sharing between foreign law firms and 10callaw firms are still unknown, because no Joint Venture is possible with a
foreign lawyer who is not an Advocate under the Advocates Act, 1961. But
Indian law firms operating on such revenue-sharing basis with foreign law
firms in a foreign country depends on the law of that foreign country. A few
Indian law firms have this type of tie-up for their cross-border operations.

II
THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN INDIA
An overview
India has the second largest legal profession with more than 600,000 lawyers, though we only have about 6 lawyers per ten thousand people, which is far
less than what is available in any developed country. In about 500 Law Schools,
about 2.5 lakh students study law, about 50,000 law graduates come out of the
University every year, of whom about 40% join the profession.7
The Indian legal system is a transplant from the British common law system,
including substantive legal principles; common law procedure referred to as
adversorial procedure; legal profession and legal education. During British rule,
the Legal Profession comprised Solicitors, Attorneys and Barristers on the lines
of the British legal profession, as well as some local classes of lawyers called
pleaders, mukhtiars and vakils. The Advocates Act, 1961 brought all professionals under one umbrella and established a professional body called 'Bar Council of
India'. The Act formalised all the recommendations of the All India Bar Commit-

7

See Indian Bar Review, Volume 25(2) 1998, Chairman's Speech, p. ix.
The Chairman writes:- "During the year 1955, the number of Law Colleges was small, i.e. 30,
lawyers were only 50,000, the number of lawyers now is more than 6 lakhs, the increase is
more than 10 times. The number of Law colleges is now approximately 500 or more which
have gone out of proportion, i.e., multiplied more than 20 times".
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tee, which submitted its report in 1953 after taking into account the recommendations of the Law Commission. It achieved the following:
a)

Established a Professional body, namely the Bar Council of India;

b)

Established a common Roll having a right to practise in any part of the country including the Supreme Court of India8

c)

Integrated the Bar into a single class of legal practitioners, known as Advocates, and

d)

Prescribed uniform qualifications for admission into the profession

The Advocates Act includes various words like legal practitioner, Advocate9;
legal practice1o; and legal profession. One has to distinguish "practice in the court
or before any authority,,11 and "Practising the profession of law,,12. The term 'Legal Practitioners' has been defined as "an advocate [or vakil] of any High Court, a
pleader, mukhtiar or revenue agent". After June 1, 1969 however, no person shall
be entitled to practise in any court or before any authority or person unless he is
enrolled as an Advocate under this Ad3• Any Vakil practising under Legal Practitioner's Act 1879 (repealed in 1969) or under Bombay Pleaders Act 1920 (repealed), a Mukhtiar practising under the Legal Practitioners Act and a revenue
agent practising under the said Act, shall continue to practice as if these Acts have
not been repealedl4• Section 55 protects the interests of the legal practitioners
already practising earlier and who did not possess the qualification to become an
Advocate. A person holding the power of attorney after passing the Articled Clerk's
Examination specified by the High Court of Calcutta and Bombay (presently only
Law Society of Bombay holds the examination) can only sign the pleadings but
cannot argue the case except with the permission of the court'5. Labour Advisors
have no blanket right to appear before Courts or Tribunals.16

8

Sec. 30 of the Advocates Act which is not yet enforced.

9

Sec.2( 1)(a) : "advocate means an advocate entered in any roll under the provisions of this Act".

10 Sec.33: Advocates alone entitled to practice: "Except as otherwise provided in this Act or in
any other law for the time being in force, no person shall, on or after the appointed day, be
entitled to practice in any court or before any authority or person unless he is enrolled as an
advocate under this Act.
11 Sec.33: Ibid.
12

Sec.4?: Ibid.

13

Sec. 33.

14 Sec. 55 : Rights of existing legal practitioners
15

not affected.

Huri Om Raiendra Kumar v. Chief Rationing Officer (1990) 1 An.L.T. 645.

16 Mls.Perfect Paper and Steel Contractors (P) Limited v. B.M.G.W.U. 1985 Lab.LJ.82 (Born.).
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If one reads Sec.33 with Sec.4S of the Advocates Act, 'practising in any
Court or before any authority' is only confined to the professional right of advocates. But 'counselling' or 'advice' as a professional activity has not been made
the monopoly of the professional right kept with only advocates. Besides the
above two exceptions, Sec.33 itself allows 'any other law' to authorise such practice. As for example, accounting professionals have been authorised to practice in
any court or before any authority (as for example, Tribunals) as prescribed in
Revenue Statutes. 17
BAR COUNCIL OF INDIA & ITS FUNCTIONS
The 1961 Act established a Bar Council of India as the central body. IS Some
of its important functions are: (i) to promote legal education and to lay down
standard of such education; (ii) to recognise Universities whose degree of law
shall be a qualification for enrolment as an advocate; (iii) to lay down the standard
of professional conduct etc.19 Each State shall have its own Bar Council. The
State Bar Council is empowered to admit persons as advocates on the rolls.
What constitute Legal Service in India
No Indian law has defined or identified the contours of legal services. The
background note prepared by the WTO Secretariat on Legal Services identified
three different functional types of legal services, namely, counselling, pleading
and notarial. Lawyering service in a Common Law tradition distinguishes these
three different types of lawyering services through functional classification of the
professionals, viz., solicitors doing counselling; Barristers representing the client
in the court through pleadings, and public notaries performing notarial functions.
Following the common law tradition, India transplanted these professional divisions in the legal service before the Advocates Act 1961 was introduced. But this
Act makes the entire profession uniform, though it still retains the theoretical frame
of classificatory distinction. The legal service providers are called 'Advocates' .20
All functions connected with counselling, drafting and pleadings were activities
reserved for advocates. In a recent contest over the role of foreign law firms
providing legal advice to their clients and contending that they were not 'acting

17

Such as, taxation laws like LT. Act, Customs Act, Excise Act, etc. See Sec. 288 of the IT Act in
which an Accountant is empowered to represent in a tax Tribunal, the case of his/her client.

18 Constitution of Bar Council of India is given in Sec.4 of the Act.
19

Sec. 7 of the Act lays down functions of the Bar Council of India including the management of
funds.

20

The State Bar Councils are empowered to admit persons as advocates on its rolls (See 6( I)(a) of
the Advocates Act: "to admit persons as advocates on its roll").
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and pleading' for their clients as advocates (since these functions are confined to
advocates registered in the rolls), the Bombay High Court, in an interim order,
held that counselling and providing legal advice to the clients is an 'act' of advocacy, because there is at present no distinction between solicitors and advocates in
India. A professional cannot be a solicitor simpliciter without being an Advocate.
Similarly, notarial functions are also done by Advocates specially appointed as
notary public by governmental orders. However, taxation laws allow Chartered
Accountants and Commerce graduates to practice taxation laws, give advice to
clients and represent the client's case in taxation tribunals.21
It must however be carefully noted that the Advocates Act, 1961, while it
imposes restrictions on enrollment as Advocates, is only concerned with those
who desire to be entitled "to practice in any Court or before any Authority" and to
act and to plead in such Court or before such Authority. The Act cannot and does
not affect those persons who neither intend to act or plead before any judicial
authority. This is apparent from the provisions of Section 33 of the Advocates Act
which specifically refers only to "practice in any Court or before any Authority or
Person".22 Advocates obviously do render legal advices and carrying on the profession of rendering legal advices also amounts to practising
the Profession of
Law. But, unless one acts or pleads in or before any court or other adjudicatDrY
Authority, one cannot be said to be practising the profession of advocacy
in a
manner which attracts the mischief of Section 33. Such a person may legally
continue to do so without being enrolled as an Advocate, if, however, he does not
appear before any Court or Authority and does not act or plead therein. He cannot
however be held responsible as an Advocate (professional) for his advice.
The provisions of Section 45 of the Advocates Act also make it clear that the
Act aims at prohibiting "practising in any Court or before other Authority" and
has nothing to do with rendering legal advice outside the Courts, etc.2J The word
Advocate generally means a Person "who pleads the cause of another in a Judicial
Tribunal", as will appear from Osborn's Concise Law Dictionary. In Black's Law
Dictionary, the word "Advocate" has been defined as "one who renders legal ad-

21

Supra, note 13.

22

Sec. 33 of the Advocates Act: "Advocates alone entitled to practise - Except as otherwise
provided in this Act or in any other law for the time being in force, no person shall, on or after
the appointed day, be entitled to practise in any court or before any authority or person unless
he is enrolled as an Advocate under this Act.

23

Sec. 4S Penalty for persons illegally practising in courts and before other authorities Any person who practise in any court or before any authority or person, in or before whom he
is not entitled to practise under the provisions of this Act, shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months.
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vice and aid, and pleads the cause of another before a Court or Tribunal", "a
person learned in Law and duly entitled to practice, who assists his client with
advice, and pleads for him in open court". If one reads Sec.33 with Sec.4S of the
Advocates Act, 'practising in any Court or before any authority' is only confined
to the professional right of the advocates. But 'counselling' or 'advice' as a professional activity has not been made the monopoly of the professional right of advocates. Besides the above two exceptions, Sec. 33 itself allows 'any other law' to
authorise such practice. So for example, accounting professionals have been authorised to practise in any court or before any authority.24
The following are notarial activities:25 To
a)

Verify, authenticate, certify or attest the execution of any instrument;

b)

Present any negotiable instrument for acceptance or payment;

c)

Note or protest the dishonour of any negotiable instrument under Negotiable
Instruments Act;

d)

Note and draw up ship's protest, boat's protest or protest relating to demurrage and other commercial matters;

e)

Administer Oath to, or take affidavit;

f)

Prepare bottomy and respondentia bonds, charter parties and other mercantile documents;

g)

Prepare, attest and authenticate documents;

h)

Translate and verify translation of any document and

i)

Do any other Act which may be prescribed.

The Central Government (for the whole or any part of India) and any State
Government (for the whole or part of any State), may appoint as notaries any legal
practitioners or other persons who posses such qualifications as may be prescribed.26
By and large, notaries are legal practitioners.
The term 'Legal Profession' has not been defined. But it may be suggested
that professional activities conducted by legal practioners can comprise professional activities and such profession is called the Legal Profession. According to
Section 47 of the Advocates' Act, subjects of any foreign country which discrimi24

See Sec. 288 of the LT. Act.

25

Sec.8 of the Notaries Act, 1952.

26

Sec.3 of the Notaries Act; Rule 3 of the Notaries Rules 1956 provides other qualifications.
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nates against citizens ofIndia in the matter oflegal practice, shall not be entitled to
practice in India. It also empowers the Bar Council of India to lay down conditions subject to which foreign subjects may be recognised for being enrolled as
advocates.
WHO CAN BECOME AN ADVOCATE?
There are three conditions to be fulfilled before a person can apply for enrolment as an Advocate.27
These conditions are: (1) nationality (2) age and
(3) qualification. In order to be an Advocate, a natural person has to :
i)

complete the age of twenty-one years;

ii)

be a citizen of India (provided that a national of any other country may be
admitted as an Advocate, if citizens of India duly qualified, are permitted to
practice law in that other country. It is known as reciprocal basis); and

iii)

obtain a degree in law.

According to the Constitution of India, freedom of profession is provided
on y to a CItizen.28

I

..

Thus, in the entry level, restrictions are based on nationality and qualification. GATS shall not, however, apply to measures affecting natural persons seeking access to the employment market of a Member, nor shall it apply to measures
regarding citizenship, residence, or employment on a permanent basis. A foreign
national cannot enter the legal profession in India unless:
a)

his country has a reciprocal arrangement with India i.e. his country extends
the facility to an Indian subject to the required qualification prescribed;

b)

he has obtained the degree from a University recognised by the Bar Council
of India, provided the law degree is at least a two years full time course to be
taken after graduation.

One of the avenues used by a foreign lawyer is that he/she takes the examination conducted by the Law Incorporated Society of Bombay which is a good entry
level qualification to become an Advocate in India. The Bar Council of India has
enlisted almost all UK Universities, leading law schools of USA, Australia, New
Zealand and other countries. The law degree of all these enlisted Universities is
recognised, and degree holders are allowed to register as Advocates subject to the
requirement of reciprocity in treatment to Indians in the aforesaid country.
27 Sec. 24 of the Advocates Act.
28 Art. 19(1)(g) of the Constitution ofIndia.
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Under this Rule of reciprocity a Britisher, an Australian, a New Zealander
citizen or a citizen of U.S.A. can practise law in India having fulfilled the qualification prescribed by the Bar Council of India - because an Indian lawyer can
practise there after fulfilling the prescribed condition for professional qualification. Of course, in India, the State Bar Council has to register the name of the
person on an application for registration. The State Bar Council may register on
the ground of reciprocity having been extended to Indian lawyers in the country in
question. Such a bilateral reciprocity is against the basic principle of equality ensured in GATT negotiations.
Can an Indian lawyer practise in aforeign country ?
In a small paper to be submitted within a short time, comparative data on the
comparative legal provisions of all major legal system regarding right to practice
of a non-national cannot be evaluated. Amongst the Commonwealth countries,
the 'Rule of equivalence' is followed. Under the Rule, law degrees received from
the Universities of Commonwealth countries are considered as equivalent to obtain admission to take internship training in British Institutes and Inns. After passing the Bar examination, one can practise in UK and can also have the opportunity
to join Law firms as an Associate or a Partner subject to other immigration laws.
Citizenship is no criteria for granting Certificate of practice in UK. Employment
ofIndian lawyers in UK firms has increased by almost 100% in the last five years.
UK law firms are now recruiting Indian lawyers without having regard to the rule
of equivalence in order to run Indian desks in their offices in England. Such type
of temporary migration is now allowed in the UK.
There are different systems and structures of the Bar in the USA. Indian
lawyers have to study JD or LLM in US, and can then appear in the Bar Examination of the States. If they pass the Bar examination of a State, they can practise
within its limits. Law firms in USA recruit Indian students who have obtained
LLM/JD from US Universities. Law firms are now recruiting Indian lawyers to
manage their Indian desks even if they have not taken any Law course in USA. Of
course, this is subject to the usual immigration Jaw. These employee - lawyers,
however, cannot represent clients in the US courts though they can render
advice.
There is no comprehensive data on the flow of legal professional service
providers. A sample survey indicates that the only route of foreign lawyers coming into India is through Bombay based Solicitor firms. About a dozen entries
have been found in the sample where a foreign lawyer undertook apprenticeship
with a solicitor firm in Bombay, and after a year passed the examination con-
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ducted by the Law Society and became an associate in the firm. Most of these
persons are NRIs and have obtained lawyering qualifications from USA or UK.
Similarly, in the last three years, about hundred Indian lawyers moved from Bombay, Bangalore and Delhi to foreign law firms based mostly in USA and UK. A
few have also shifted to Australia. At least about thirty former graduates of my
law school joined US or UK based law firms in the last 5 years. Most of them
have taken a Masters degree in Law in one or the other US or UK University, and
then joined as legal assistants. Some of them have passed the New York Bar
Examination, and some did not take any further qualification. Free flow of investment, goods and services requires lawyers of various countries to work in harmony. Possible expansion of professional markets occurs in two ways: (1) Nationallaw firms employ foreign lawyers as employees, consultants and partners
and (2) Development of multinational law firms with partners from various legal
systems. Whereas condition (1) has already started developing though Indian
firms cannot take foreign partners, condition (2) is not far off. As a matter of fact,
most of the Indian law firms developed, in the last five years, such working relations both for serving Indian clients as well as to support the clients of foreign law
firms relating to their Indian business affairs.
Generally speaking, in each country, the Professional body regulates the entry-level professional qualification which is quite in line with GATS terms,19 if
the same is not unreasonable, is not too restrictive, and there is no discrimination
made between nationals of the member countries. Indian lawyers possess an advantage in the liberalised market over the lawyers of many Asian countries including China, Japan, and middle-East countries because India follows a British legal
culture, Indian lawyers have command over English, and the Indian Bar and the
Bench follow an adversoriallegal procedure. Naturally, Indian lawyers have wider
market-accessability to facilitate economic integration and mobility of Corporate
identities. More and more Indian lawyers will be needed by Asian countries to
assist in economic transition. Multinational law firms will need Indian lawyers in
larger numbers. The present balance of payment on the legal service export and
import is certainly favourable for India - one can safely anticipate this in the
absence of specific data maintained by RBI.
Growth of Legal Profession in India in the post GA TT period
The Indian legal profession received the impact of GATT treaties in sofar as
corporate legal activities are concerned. Legal activities in Project finance, Intel-

29

Article 7.
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lectual property protection, environment regulation, competition law, corporate taxation, infra-structure contract, corporate governance, investment law, - all these
were almost unknown before 1991-92. There were not more than 7-8 leading law
firms in 1991-92 including Little and Company, Crawford Bailey, Khaitan & Co.,
Mulla & Mulla, Amarchand & Mangaldass, Gagrat & Company, Remfry Sagar
and the like to deal with all conventional corporate legal activities. As a matter of
fact, the system of practice through 'Law Firms' (Solicitors & Attorneys) was
dispensed with after the 1961 Act came into force excepting in Bombay. Some old
law firms like Fox & Mondal and Khaitan & Co., in Calcutta, however continued.
But during the last ten years, not only has the number of law firms providing
services to corporate sector increased by several hundred times, but also the inhouse business of every law firm has increased tremendously. Bombay and Delhi
law firms experienced meteoric growth both horizontally and vertically. Several
distinctive tendencies have also come in the process. Employment of senior and
junior advocates in law firms has increased by more than 800 times in the last six
years. One or two examples from field experience may provide explanations: In
1991, a law firm like Amarchand & Mangaldas used to depend on not more than
10-12 senior and junior lawyers. At present, it has several offices throughout the
country employing nearly 100 lawyers, senior and junior. The firm recruited 7 to
10 junior lawyers every year from National Law School alone during the last 5
years. About a hundred new law firms have come into existence in Calcutta,
Delhi, Bombay, Madras, Bangalore and Hyderabad. It naturally means that the
need for professional services in the corporate sector has increased tremendously
since 1991. Campus recruitments in the legal profession were unknown in India
before 1995. Indian Law firms (mostly engaged in corporate lawyering) take 30
to 40 juniors every year from the National Law School through the process of
Campus recruitment. Most of these law firms have expertise in designing equity
and loan instruments, writing infrastructure contracts, power contracts and in drafting project finance contracts. They are engaged in finalising transnational investment, joint ventures and technology transfer contracts. Many of these firms are
now engaged in the work of intellectual property protection, representing many
foreign law firms and foreign inventors.
It is quite natural that a foreign investor will always require legal services in
order to protect his interest. Therefore, it necessarily means that all foreign investors try to acquire legal services of their own law firms in all matters of corporate
governance, whether they need the same in India or outside. Another feature is
also to be noted. There was practically no market demand for junior and senior
lawyers for any assignment coming from outside the country before 1991-92. But
at present, a market has been created for both senior and junior lawyers of India at
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a very consistent level. Indian law firms bill about 50-75 dollars per hour for
juniors and 150-200 dollars per hour for seniors for every work done on behalf of
foreign clients. There is sufficient growing work for legal professionals coming
from foreign nations. Globalisation has necessarily expanded the internal and
external demand for professional services.30 If it is economical to provide services to clients of foreign firms through the present system, the arrangement shall
continue. But foreign law firms would like to open their own offices.
With the inflow of foreign investment and multi-national companies, foreign
law firms shall either require Indian lawyers in their offices to advise on Indian
law, or they will open Indian offices (if permitted, of course) and employ or engage Indian lawyers to provide legal services. The first will mean export of professional services, and the second will require import of foreign law firms. It is
quite unlikely that a foreign law firm will bring its own professional lawyers to
contest litigation in India. In only exceptional circumstances is that done. It has
already been stated that in the last five/six years the employment of Indian lawyers
in foreign law firms has tremendously increased. Almost all UK and US law firms
have many Indian lawyers including some as partners. Establishment of Indian
offices is prevented, compelling foreign law firms to have linkages with Indian
law firms. Litigationallawyers are appointed from amongst senior Indian practitioners through Indian law firms. If foreign firms are allowed to establish their
Indian offices, it is feared that Indian law firms shall lose work. Besides, there is
a fear that big multinational law firms shall take over Indian firms easily. As a
matter of fact, this is happening in the accounting profession. Big firms are taking
over the small Indian accounting firms. This fear may not be completely unfounded. But if so allowed, big law firms moving into India shall require Indian
lawyers in huge numbers. Such free access shall also increase the quality of legal
services.
On the other hand, Indian law firms are also competent to open up foreign
branches and take advantage of more and more Indian lawyers to serve foreign
branches. Though relatively new, the East Asian market calls for more Indian
lawyers to serve.

30 See, Pistor & Wellons (Ed.) The Role of Law and the Legal Institutions, Oxford, 1998,
pp.82-84.
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III
TRADE IN LEGAL SERVICES
Importance of temporary migration in Legal Services:
Legal Services31 playa significant role in global movement of investment,
goods and services. Economic activities have a close nexus with the capacity of
the legal regime. As for example, a free movement of equity and loan instrument
necessarily has to be covered by a strong competition law, capital market regulation and corporate governance. Free movement of goods again requires a strong
legal regime to check dumping. A strong contract law regime is to be built up
facilitating growth of infra-structure, so on and so forth. Naturally, trade in legal
services is going to be exceptionally important.
As a matter of fact, Trade, Commerce and industry always favour 'one stop
shop' or 'one window service' in matters oflegal services. Confidence, confidentiality and reassurance of the investment community requires mobility of service
providers. Foreign investors would prefer that their legal service providers enter
into the regime of investment. Similarly, Indian investors outside the country
shall require their law firms to move with them. Legal service providers, in fact,
receive the first impact of globalization. It is foolish to think that foreign law
firms have not moved in to India to extend service to their clients. As for example,
in any joint venture, the foreign firm brings its lawyers inside as a member of the
team to provide legal advice instantly, draft contracts and prepare legal papers.
The associated local law firm is required only to sign on the dotted line.
Trans-jurisdictional issues are bound to increase as globalization and integration activities intensify, requiring: (1) servicing the clients' need in another
jurisdiction from the site of the service providers, as for example, a New York
Law firm may serve its US Investor investing in India and vice versa; (2) sending

31

'Services' includes any service in any sector except services supplied in the exercise of governmental authority which is supplied neither on a commercial basis, nor in competition with one
or more service suppliers (Art. 1(3b) of GATS). 'Trade in Services' is defined as the supply of
service:
a)

from the territory of one Member into the territory of any other member;

b)

in the territory of one member to the service consumer of any other member;

c)

by a service supplier of one member, through commercial presence in the territory of any
other member; and

d)

by a service supplier of one member, through presence of natural persons of a member in
the territory of any other member [Art. 1(2)].
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lawyers under temporary migration, as for example, a British law firm sending one
of its partners to serve its clients in India for, say, a period of two years and vice
versa; (3) recruiting of lawyers in India, either as Associates or as Partners by a
foreign firm and having Indian offices or vice versa. It may be pointed out, at this
juncture, that law is a cultural process and as such, with more and more integration
of economies, one can easily anticipate that three or four things shall happen: (a)
more Indian lawyers, both junior and senior, shall be required by foreign firms to
work in India; (b) more Indian lawyers will join foreign law firms as Associates
and partners to work from the location of the Law firm which will require temporary and even semi-permanent migration of service providers and (c) more foreign
law firms shall open their Indian offices where more Indian lawyers shall be required to work. Similarly, Indian law firms will also have a similar need to appoint
legal associates and partners from foreign countries. Big global professional accounting and auditing firms have already moved into India. Indian firms could not
go out because of their organizational inability. However, Indian experts in finance
and management are leaving the country to join global firms.
Naturally, therefore, a world order ensuring free movement of goods,32 unrestricted flow oftrade related investments,33 global protection of intellectual property rights,34 and prohibition of tariff and non-tariff barriers that restrict trade in
goods,35 and services,36 shall necessarily require free movement of legal services.
India, as a negotiating party and a signatory to the General Agreements on Trade
and Tariff (GATT) 1947, 1986 and 1994, opened its gate for foreign investments.
Ever since 1991, the overall balance of payment position has improved due to the
growth of foreign investment, inspite of deficit trade account. Foreign investment
is growing; trade in goods and services (current account) is also on the rise, though
India's export and import do not comprise even 1% of the World figure. With the
institutionalisation of dispute resolution in Trade related issues,37 GATT agreements on TRIMS, TRIPS, Agriculture, GATS, Anti-dumping and countervailing
measures, and other multilateral agreements, the availability oflegal services over
multiple jurisdictions has become an important issue.

32

See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994.

33

See Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMs).

34

See Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs).

35

See Agreements on Subsidies and countervailing measures.

36

See Agreements on Trade in Services.

37

See Art. IX of the WTO Agreement.
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methods and means

GATS, which came into operation w.e.f. January 1, 1995, provides for progressive liberalization through "successive rounds of negotiations beginning not
later than five years from the date of entry into force of the WTO Agreement and
periodically thereafter".38 This means that the successive rounds of negotiations
shall start on and from January 1,2000 (i.e., what is called the millennium round).
Preparatory work on the millennium round has already commenced in the WTO
Secretariat. The whole process of such progressive liberalization shall take place
"with a view to promoting the interests of all participants on a mutually advantageous basis and to securing an overall balance ofrights and obligations".39 The
Council for Trade in Services has already carried out an assessment and prepared
a background note .40The note inter alia contains the need for internationalisation
of the legal profession,41 comparative structure of the legal profession, some fundamental questions on the trans-border jurisdiction of law, definition of legal services,42 nature and extent of trade in legal services,43 nature and extent of regulatory barriers to trade.44
Three important tasks of a Member have to be kept in view to apply on the
Agreement coming into force, viz.,
38
39

See Art. XIX( I) of WTO Agreement.
See Art. XIX(I) of WTO.

40

S/CIW/43, dated 6th July, 1998.

41

Comparative lawyers have identified the following main legal families: Romano-Germanic Law,
Common Law, Socialist Law, Hindu Law, Muslim Law, Laws of the Far East, Black Africa and
Malagasy Law. The Romano-Germanic and the Common Law families stretch well beyond the
countries in which they originated and are the families of laws which bring together the largest
number of national laws.

42

In the WTO "Services Sectoral Classification List" (document MTN.GNS/w/120), "(a) legal
services" are listed as a sub-sector of "(I) business services" and "(A) professional services".
This entry corresponds to the CPC number 861 in the United Nations Provisional Central Product Classification.

43

The demand for legal services comes from business organizations as well as from individual
citizens. The former require a constant flow of legal assistance, while the latter need it only
occasionally and often in situations of crucial importance to their lives (divorce, succession,
purchase of real estate and criminal matters). It also appears that in the large majority of cases
individual citizens resort to legal services in fields of domestic law, where the offer would
normally come from local providers. Less frequently, individual citizens seek legal advice in
foreign and international law, although this is a field in which in recent times demand has
grown due to the increase in the mobility of labour.

44

Important national treatment limitations include: restrictions on partnership with local professionals, restrictions on the hiring of local professionals, restrictions on the use of international
and foreign firm names, residency requirements and in general, discrimination in the licensing
process.
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(a)

Extending Most Favoured Nation (MFN) status to all member-nations ensuring absence of discrimination between service suppliers of a Member from
that of another, while excepting conferring advantage to adjacent countries
facilitating contiguous frontier Zones of services (e.g., additional advantages
can be given to professionals of SAARC countries in India).45 Service providers of another Member cannot be treated less favourably than the treatment accorded to the Member's national service providers.46

(b)

Publishing promptly all relevant measures of general application which affects the operation of the Agreement (as for example, all conditions to enrol
as a lawyer in the country which stand in the way of application of the Agreement must be published) and enquiry points are to be provided on request to
supply specific informations to other Members;47 and

(c)

Providing adequate opportunity for consultation regarding any representation made by any other Member with respect to any matter affecting the
operation of the Agreement,48 and the Dispute Settlement Understanding
(DSU) shall apply to such consultation. Each Member shall maintain or
institute as soon as practicable, judicial, arbitral or administrative procedures
to provide prompt review at the request of any affected service provider.49

Permissible barriers in Professional Service:
There are two types of exemptions. Firstly, some measures specifically suited
to the profession are not considered unnecessary barriers to trade in services. Secondly, some barriers are permitted under specific regulations:
(a)

measures not considered unnecessary barriers: Qualification and licensing
barriers do not constitute unnecessary barriers to trade in services provided

45

Art. II (3) of GATS reads as follows: "The provisions of this Agreement shall not be so
construed as to prevent any Member from conferring or according advantages to adjacent countries in order to facilitate exchanges limited to contiguous frontier zones of services that are
both legally produced and consumed.

46

Art. XVII( I) reads as follows: "In the sectors inscribed in its Schedule, and subject to any
conditions and qualifications set out therein, each member shall accord to services and service
suppliers of any other Member, in respect of all measures affecting the supply of services,
treatment no less favourable than that it accords to its own like services and service suppliers.

47

Art. 1II stipulates conditions on transparency.

48

Ibid.

49

Art. XXII(\) reads as: "Each Member shall accord sympathetic consideration to, and shall
afford adequate opportunity for, consultation regarding such representations as may be made
by any other Member with respect to any matter affecting the operation of this Agreement. The
Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) shall apply to such consultations.

48
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those are (l)based on objective and transparent criteria to impart ability to
supply the service; (2) not more burdensome than necessary to ensure the
quality of the service and (3) in the case of licensing procedures, not restricting the supply of service. The Council for Trade in Services of WTO shall,
by persistent negotiations, develop indexes for such standards to ensure the
above conditions.50
(b)

When barriers are permitted under the Agreement: Members may impose
restrictions to safeguard their balance of payments51; Services purchased
for government purposes52; necessary to protect public morals or to maintain
public order53; necessary to secure compliance with laws and regulations
which are not inconsistent with the provision of the Agreemene4; and on
S.ecunty reasons. 55

Recognition on bilateral basis, how applicable?
A Member may recognize the education or experience obtained, requirements met, or licences or certification granted in a particular country achieved
through harmonization or otherwise and based on bi-partite agreement. The Member shall have to accord adequate opportunity to other Members to demonstrate
that education, experience, licence or certification as comparable and recognition
must be extended to the service provider of such Member as well. All recognition
measures must be notified to the Council of Trade in Services promptly, and opportunities
must
be given to other Members also to participate in such agreement
••
56
or negotIatIon.
Multilateral negotiations on the question of emergency safeguard measures57
must be based on non-discrimination. The result of such negotiations shall enter
into effect on a date not later than three years from the date of the entry of the
WTO Agreement.

50

Art. XXIV read with Art. XXIII.

51

Art. XII.

52

Art. XIII.

53

Art. XlV.

54

Ibid.

55

Art. XIV his.

56

Art. XXV.

57

Art. X.
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There is therefore reason to believe that most of the law students58 going
every year to developed countries especially to USA and UK for higher studies,
take employment in foreign law firms. The service market for foreign law graduates is gradually on the increase in every country. At present only a few Indian
law firms have foreign offices.59 Similarly three foreign law firms have their
Indian liaison offices, since such law firms cannot provide legal services in India.

IV
RESTRICTION

ON TRADE IN LEGAL SERVICE IN INDIA

Restriction on legal practice in India:
A foreign national who has obtained a degree in law from any institution!
University recognized by the Bar Council of India, and who is otherwise duly
qualified is to be enrolled and/or allowed to practise law in India provided that a
citizen of India, duly qualified, is permitted to practise law in that country.60 A
person of Indian origin possessing foreign nationality who is otherwise qualified
to practise law in India and wants to permanently settle down in India would be
allowed to be enrolled and/or practise law, subject to the rules of registration with
the State Bar Council. In case it is found that such a person is not ordinarily
residing in India, his name would be removed from the roll of Advocates maintained by the State Bar Council.61 Thus a residential requirement is prescribed for
a non-resident Indian professional. No foreign lawyer shall have right of practice
in a court of law in India unless there is a reciprocal right of the same kind to an
Indian lawyer in the country of that lawyer's origin.62 A foreign national allowed

58

From National Law School alone at least 12 to 15 passing out graduates leave for higher studies
in USA and UK and most of them do not return.

59

Like D.C. Singhania & Co., has it London and New York offices. D.C. Singhania
leading firm in commercial arbitration.
Rule 3 of Res. No. 6/1997 of Bar Council of India Rules.

60

& Co.

is a

61

Rule 4 of Res.No. 6/1997 of Bar Council of India Rules reads as : "A person oflndian origin
with foreign nationality who is so otherwise qualified to practise law in India and who wants to
permanently settle down in India would be allowed to be enrolled and/or practice law subject to
the rules of apprenticeship framed by the Bar Council of India. In case it is found that such a
person is not ordinarily residing in India, his name would be removed from the roll of Advocates maintained by the State Bar Council.

62

Rule 5 of Res. No. 611997 of Bar Council of India Rules rcads as : "No foreign lawyer shall
have right of audience in a court of law in India unless there is a reciprocal right of the same
kind to an Indian lawyer in the country of that lawyer's origin.
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to practice law in India under these rules shall be subject to the following conditions:
i)

He will be subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of the concerned State Bar
Council;

ii)

A separate register of the foreign nationals enrolled and allowed to practice
in India would be maintained by the respective State Bar Councils and information in respect of every such registration shall be given to the Bar Council
of India which also shall maintain a separate register for the same.

RBI permission necessary :
According to Sec.30 of the FERA, no national of a foreign state shall, without previous permission of the RBI, practice any profession or carryon any occupation, trade or business in India in a case where such national desires to acquire
any foreign exchange (such foreign exchange being intended for remittance outside India) out of any money received by him in India by reason of the practising
of such profession or the carrying on of such occupation, trade or business, as the
case may be. Thus, even if a foreigner is allowed certificate of practice law in
India, he has to secure permission from RBI if he desires to acquire foreign exchange and remit the same outside India. Sec.29 of FERA requires that a foreign
resident and a foreign national (such as a foreign law firm) shall not carryon in
India, or establish in India a branch office or other place of business for carrying
on any activity, without the general or special permission of the RBI. Thus a foreign law firm cannot establish its office without seeking permission from RBI.
Again, according to Sec. 47 of the Advocates Act, if a country practices discrimination against Indian citizens to practice law in that country, no citizen of that
country is allowed to practise law in India.
Organisational obstacles:
No advocate in India can enter into a partnership or any other arrangement
As such, 'a One Stop Shop' or 'One Window Service
with a non-advocate.63
Centre' cannot be organised here. A corporate client always prefers a Law firm
adequate enough to provide all professional services in every requirement, both in
national and in foreign jurisdictions. That requires law firms to have partners from
multi-disciplines like accounting, economics, taxation and other branches. Since
that is not possible, legal profession itself is unable to adequately cover all profes-

63

Rule 2 of Chapter III under Sec.49(1)(ah) of the Act reads as: "An Advocate shall not enter into
a partnership or any other arrangement for sharing remuneration with any person or legal
Practitioner who is not an Advocate.
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sional requirements. Then again, though the Partnership Act, 1932 does not provide any restriction on the number of partners in a partnership firm, Sec. 11 of the
Companies Act provides that a partnership or any other form of association with
more than 20 partners, if not registered as a company, shall be an unlawful assembly. Thus Indian law firms cannot have more than 20 partners. Across the world,
law firms can have any number of partners. As such, big law firms have wide
controlling, regulating and functioning powers, both nationally and in foreign countries, whereas Indian firms are small, mainly closed within a family, incapable of
associating legal experts of more than one country and working trans-nationally.
In India, the liability of partners is unlimited. This is another organisational inability. Big law firms of US or EC provide limited liability to the member partners. Other limitations are:
i)

No provision for limited liability partnership: Indian law firms do not have
limited liability requiring only one or more equity-holders to be bearing unlimited liability, whereas others' liability may be limited. Indian law firms
are predominantly family firms and the partners, by and large, belong to
family relations. Of course, recently, there is a strong external force to break
through this 'closeness'.

ii)

An Indian lawyer cannot enter into partnership with a foreign lawyer who
does not possess licence of practice in India: An Indian lawyer (an Advocate) cannot enter into a partnership with any other person who is not an
accredited lawyer (Advocate) himself or herself in India. However, an Indian firm may appoint a foreign lawyer as an employee or a consultant, but
he/she cannot sign any legal document or represent a client. His/her liability
is strictly restricted within the terms of employment between the owner of
the law firm and he/she as an employee only.

iii)

A firm or a company cannot be appointed as a lawyer: The right to practice
law is given to only a natural person. No artificial body, including a body
corporate, can undertake this responsibility inspite of the fact that lawyers
may form organisations among themselves to create a facility of 'one stop
shop'.

v
GA TS RECONCILIBILITY OR IRRECONCILIBILITY
The Bombay case64 brought out in detail the philosophy and arguments for
protective cover by a national body as well as the arguments against. Let us exam64

SLP No. 2055 of 1996.
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ine the comparative position of GATS and our professional regulatory system.
The concept of MFN is based on non-discrimination. Nationality barrier is itself a
geographical discrimination which is unrelated to professional expertise. As such,
the citizenship requirement under Sec.24 of the Advocates Act is against the spirit
of GATS. In the case of other service sectors like the accounting profession, such
a discrimination on ground of nationality is absent. Any person qualifying by
passing Chartered Accountancy examination in India, can become a c.A. Similar
is the provision in EC and USA. Of course, for appearing in the examination of
chartered accountancy, a person is required to undergo a standard apprenticeship
training.
Article III of GATS requires transparency in the regulatory system of professional requirements. As such, each Member shall publish all relevant measures
which pertain to or affect the operation of the agreement. If it is not practicable,
the same has to be made available to the public. The Bar Council of India is
required, therefore, to publish all its regulations concerning the profession or make
it available to the public. The same has to be promptly submitted to the Council of
Trade in Services. Any amendment to be introduced must also be submitted
promptly, or at least annually. Each member shall respond promptly to all requests by other Members for specific information on any of its measures of general application or international agreements. Each Member shall also establish
one or more entry points to provide specific information to other members. Unfortunately, the BCI presently does not have such facilities.
According to Article III bis, a member is entitled to retain all confidential
information, the disclosure of which would impede law enforcement or would
otherwise be contrary to the public interest. Our law provides for similar insulation.
Article IV ensures increasing participation of Developing countries. The
objectives are (i) to strengthen domestic service capacity; (ii) improvement of
access to distribution channels and information network and liberalisation of market access.
Article XV(I), XVII & XVIII provide standards and methodology for such
liberalization. It may be pointed out here that mobility of services and service
providers enhances liberalization and movement in capital. Article XVI provides
that each Member shall accord services and service providers of any other Member treatment no less favourable than that provided for under the terms, limitations
and conditions agreed and specified in the Schedule. In sectors where market
access commitments are undertaken, a Member shall not maintain:
a)

limitation on the number of service suppliers;
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b)

limitation on the total value;

c)

limitation on the total number of service operators or total quantity of service
output;

d)

limitation on the total number of natural persons;

e)

measures which restrict or require specific types of legal entity; and

f)

limitations on the participation of foreign capital

Article XVII contains the non-discrimination principle amongst service providers from other Member-states in comparison with the nationals of Memberstates.
Legal Service has a special character. As was pointed out earlier, legal services are essentially 'national' in character are based on national law, and are applicable in national j urisdictions. With liberalization, cross border capital movement
necessitates movement in services. India certainly has an edge in providing legal
services in other developing parts of the world. But India itself is a good market
for US and EC law firms, because it has a big market and a wide scope of foreign
investment. Indian law prohibits:
a)

formation of partnership with enrolled professionals of foreign countries and
hence there is no scope for an Indian firm to build capacity inside to advise
on foreign law or intemationallaw or in newly developed areas;

b)

formation of partnership with multi-disciplinary knowledge, hence prohibiting capacity building in areas where technology progresses beyond the comprehension of a lawyer. For example, it is justified to provide that a Chartered Accountant cannot certify legal documents. But it is absurd that a lawyer is competent to know the complexity of the accounting documents that
he is required to work upon as an advocate.

The way it is now attempted to circumvented thus is with a Memorandum of
Understanding or joint venture, through which Indian firms obtain advice from
their foreign counterparts and work upon the same and vice versa. Lawyers are
now forming companies to get away with the awkward rules of partnership created by professional laws like, Advocates Act, Institute of Chartered Accountants
Act, etc.
Developed countries will be interested in breaking open nationality barriers
in the following ways to protect the interest of their professionals.
(a)

To take recourse to Art. VII which provides recognition to standards or criteria for the authorization, licensing or celtification of service suppliers. "Mem-
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bers may recognise the education or experience obtained, requirements met,
or licenses or certification granted in a particular country". Such recognition, which may be achieved through harmonization or otherwise, may be
based upon an agreement or arrangement with the country concerned or may
be accorded autonomously. The present legal structure of mutual recognition favours the legal professional service providers;
(b)

Emergency safeguard measures may now be developed. According to ArtXn,
restrictions to safeguard the balance of payment condition and external financial restrictions are available. But we do not think that such a condition
of restriction can be taken advantage of by the legal profession. According
to Art. XIV, Members can take protective measures to,
i)

protect public morals or public order;

ii)

secure compliance with law and regulations which are not inconsistent
with provisions of the agreement;

Hi) prevent deceptive and fraudulent practices;
iv)

protect privacy of individuals; and

v)

ensure safety

Part V of the Agreements provide institutional provisions. Art. XXII provides for mutual consultation. National law must be suitably amended to make
professional bodies of various countries consult each other to (1) globally standardise the educational requirements for enrolment; (2) determine the grounds of
reciprocity and (3) establish an international professional body to keep a list of
enrolled lawyers available for international consultancy on international or foreign laws. Art.XXIII provides for dispute settlement and enforcement procedure
with the DSU of WTO. However, the Council of Trade in Services facilitates the
execution of provisions of the Agreement.
To summarize, the above discussion shows (a) some of the provisions of the
Advocates Act specially, Arts. 24, 30, 33 and 45 shall require amendment; (b) the
Professional body, BCI, shall be required to negotiate with its sister concerns in
other Member-States; (c) standardization in all its phases is required to be strengthened, such as, at the stage of input education level, training level, authorization
level and certification level; (d) organizational laws are required to be changed in
order to allow; (i) bigger partnership firms so that the fear of foreign firms taking
over Indian firms is diminished; (ii) partners of various disciplines and knowledge
bases can develop one stop shop facility; (iii) professionals of more than one
country may work in a partnership team so that legal systems of various nations
can get a comparative advantage.
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Status of International Agreements in national application
Legal services figure in the next round of talks under the head of 'Movement
of natural persons' who seek entry and temporary stay for the purpose of providing services. It does not relate to persons seeking permanent employment or residence in a country. Negotiations in fact started on May 4, 1994 and were scheduled to end six months after the WTO came into being. The negotiations are still
open and pending.
This is a fascinating area of judicial development in India. India follows
dualism and therefore, legally speaking, international agreements even after ratification are not a part of the Indian national legal regime and are not enforceable by
Indian courts unless a law in that regard has been passed by Parliament. International agreements are enforceable by nations against a member nation. But nationals or national institutions are bound by the agreement. Treaty making power
is an executive process only, including the power of ratification. If on account of
the treaty, a law is required to be changed, the required law has to be amended or
a new law is to be enacted. The treaty making power is a federal executive power.
As such, if a treaty is made on any subject in the State List, Parliament (the federal
legislative system) gets the power to legislate on the issue. There are several cases
in which the court has had to examine this legal position. Of course, there is a
Directive Principle of State Policy to conform to the rules of international law.
India, as a founding member of UNO, is bound by the Charter of the United Nations which lays down the principle of covering peoples of the world within the
Internationallegal structure. But still, legally speaking, from the point of view of
dualist principle respected widely, International Agreements, if ratified, bind the
government, but not the people.
Through several cases the Supreme Court ofindia has now made it a law that
Rights and Obligations under International Conventions, Covenants, Treaties and
Agreements, to which India is a party, shall be enforceable in India, unless the
same specifically contravenes any law of the land. The position is now almost
beyond the pale of any debate or dispute as a result of a series of decisions of the
Supreme Court of India commencing from the Constitution Bench decision in
Maganbhai Ishwarbhai Patet5 followed by Gramaphone Company of India, 66 and
then by a series of decisions in 1996-97 including the one in Visakha.67 As such,
with GATS coming into operation especially in the movement of professionals
seeking entry, temporary stay and providing service to the clients, those questions
65 AIR 1969 SC 783.
66 AIR 1984 SC 667.
67 AIR 1997SC 3011.
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shall come into limelight. Professional Regulations like the Advocates Act do not
favour such mobility of professionals in an ordinary sense. But in fact, for long
that did happen in India. Legal professionals used to come in at the invitation of
their clients, clients being Governments, public sector and private sector enterprises. They mainly provided legal advice to their clients, including Indian Law
firms. As soon as these foreign law firms moved in an organised manner and
attempted to widen the activity extending to preparation of legal documents, problems started. If advice given by foreign lawyers is treated as legal professional
activity, the Supreme Court has to determine whether there is a gap in Sees. 24,
30, 33 and 35 of the Advocates Act which allow foreign lawyers to come and
advice their clients in India. If the principle of reciprocity is to be enforced, a
multilateral standard setting shall be necessary.
VI
NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES:

MILLENNIUM ROUND

The negotiation team on service sectors shall preferably be comprised of
frontline negotiators, consultants from the Professional Body, academics and one/
two senior lawyers and one/two good researchers to support the negotiators on the
spot with complete research and consultancy support. Ideally, therefore, I suggest
a hypothetical structure as follows: in a dialogue on legal services, the Indian
negotiators are to be supported by the Chairman of the Bar Council of India, a
Senior legal Academic and a Senior lawyer. The team has to be supported by a
researcher. The negotiator shall have the complete dimension of the professional
needs especially in the transitional stage.
Legal Services can be disintegrated into components like (i) representing
clients before a Court or any other authority; (ii) drafting of documents and conveyancing; (iii) notarial function and (iv) legal advice and consultancy. It is not
possible to prevent anyone from providing advice. The only thing that one can
restricted is its admissibility before a Court or an authority. Logically, it is the
first step of negotiation. Law firms from countries enjoying MFN status may be
allowed to register their names with the Bar Council of India or similar professional bodies of other countries by submitting details of the professionals as its
partners, members, consultants and associates and by paying annual fees. One of
the conditions for such registration may be that one partner, member, consultant
or an associate of the firm must have legal education, training and certification in
India or in the country in which the firm wants to register itself. Legal advice or
consultancy provided by such a registered firm may be admitted in a Court or in
any other authority. This will enable a law firm of one country to serve in another
country from offices situated in the other country.
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It would be unwise for the legal profession in India not to agree to this because the legal profession has already lost most of its ground in matters relating to
taxation and tariffs to Chartered Accountant firms. It would be better for the Bar
Council ofIndia to argue and save its professional interest as against the accounting firms in taxation matters. For example, a Chartered Accountant, in representing his/her client's case, may be allowed to present before a Court or an Authority
only the accounting part of it; the legal matters must require an Advocate as stipulated in the Advocates Act. Taxation Statutes in this respect must not override
Advocates Act. But that is a domestic matter.
In the negotiations, our gain shall be that legal professionals shall be required
by all leading law firms of member countries. Of course, USA or UK lawyers
shall have an edge because most of the Universities of these countries have the
seal of approval and equivalence to claim licence for practise in India. This step
shall certainly increase the market potential for Indian lawyers. It will also increase the ability of a foreign law firm to provide service to its clients in other
nations.
The second step of negotiation strategy may be that a registered foreign firm
of the above variety for 4/5 years may be allowed to have a Branch in the country
or to have a joint venture with a local firm. Since such a condition is essentially a
qualification and licensing condition, it is not against the spirit of GATS.
In India, the Client-Advocate relationship is a direct relation in most of the
civil and criminal matters excepting those which relate to companies. In corporate matters and international trade and taxation issues, clients come to law firms
for 'one window service'. Naturally, I do not expect foreign law firms to even
touch the fringe of our needs in litigationallawyering. Also, GATS will have its
implication mostly in corporate affairs including corporate governance. A firm
having a joint venture in India or having an Indian Branch may be allowed to (i)
draft legal documents and perform conveyancing and (ii) represent clients before
a Court or an authority through an Advocate registered on the Rolls of State Bar
Councils.
The problem is that Indian firms are mostly family firms and are quite small.
Their capacity is also limited. There are internal difficulties discussed elsewhere.
Therefore, sufficient time and facility must be allowed to Indian firms also to
build up capacity. Otherwise, international law firms shall put Indian firms out of
the market with their massive organisational and financial strength. In the accounting profession, we have already experienced such type of domination leading to compulsive conditions for merger and takeover, e.g. M/s. Deloitte & Touche has taken over Chokshi & Chokshi of Bombay.
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The most important task is to institute a World body comprising Professional
bodies of all MFN countries to standardize legal education in member States. The
standard conditions shall also include the grounds on which recognition is given
for certification. The Indian Advocates Act requires amendment to empower the
BCI to not only standardize the University curriculum for the profession, but also
to take an admission test for certifying admission into the Bar including prescribing rules of apprenticeship. Each member-State can insist on the passing of an
Entry-level Bar examination before certification, because legal adjudication depends on the national legal regime.
All International law firms should be allowed to provide advice on matters
relating to International Law and foreign law of the countries where the firm has
offices and has lawyers from those countries on its pay roll.
CHALLENGES

AHEAD: FINAL IMPLICATION

India is certainly going to be one of the important markets for foreign industry to come in. The volume of "investment in" is expected to be much higher in
comparison to the demand for "investment out". Therefore, India is going to be
attractive to foreign law firms as well. It is rather impractical to expect foreign
investors not to be accompanied by their long standing legal professionals. It will
also be unrealistic to suggest that a legal practitioner will not be able to draw his or
her fees against professional services rendered within a country as well as drawing
outside the country. Such restrictions are neither logically allowable nor physically permissible under the GATS legal regime. Even in the context of morality,
this proposition cannot be sustained. Naturally, if Indian law firms have to compete in the trade relating to legal professional services with law firms of advanced
countries, India has to increase its professional competence as well as attract more
foreign law firms depending upon the national competence available. That will
require more and more Indian lawyers to provide services through both Indian and
foreign law firms.
National competence requires to be developed, both in the context of epistemology as well as in the context of organisational and management structure. In
both these areas the Indian legal profession is comparatively extremely weak, despite the huge lawyer population in the country. India is one of the few countries
where most of the legal services required in the corporate sector are provided by
non-lawyers, especially in the field of project finance, investment law, capital and
money market operations and corporate governance. Only when a litigation arises
in these areas in a Court of Law, does the matter go to a lawyer. Therefore, in
litigational sphere, legal service providers in India have developed individual skills.
Compared to the total number of legal practitioners in the country, lawyers having
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such litigational skill are few in number. The section of the corporate sector having
the capacity to bear the high litigation cost can afford to bear the monopolistic
price for litigational services available from a few lawyers of international standard. It cannot be envisaged that in a foreseeable time, foreign law firms would be
interested in sending foreign lawyers to practice before Indian courts and authorities. Since administration of legal system is a part of national culture, it becomes
very risky to transport foreign lawyers to present the case of an Indian client before an Indian Court or authority, unless the matter involves high states. So it can
well be anticipated that, for litigational purposes, law firms including foreign law
firms, if and when allowed to operate in India, shall hire services of high profile
lawyers of the High Courts and the Supreme Court of India. The main problem,
therefore, is the competition between the corporate law firms which started operating in India in the last 15-20 years, and the foreign law firms in matters of corporate advocacy.
In order to sustain the interest of capacity building amongst Indian law firms
it would be necessary to restructure the legal system as regards increasing the
management and organisational ability and creating an even-playing field. Indian
law firms must be allowed to break open the traditional pattern of family firms and
must become organisationally competent and managerially able to undertake more
and more corporate work with more and more partners and associates. Corporate
law firms must also cultivate to have partnerships with experts from various professional fields. It has also to be seen that law firms can grow with limited liability
concept as is available in the developed world. These structural adjustments have
to be done at the earliest opportunity. With the same structural adjustment, an
appropriate investment on professional education is necessary to be planned both
for the short term as well as for the long term perspective. In the short term, one or
two hundred lawyers may be thoroughly trained to undertake middle level responsibility in these law firms. Such training in various professional skills can be organised on national basis over a period of five years. Such investment on human
resource has to be done by the law firms if they have to face competition from
foreign law firms in the near future. A long term plan requires specialised educational programmes and may require the support of experts in various fields of
trade, commerce and industry to be run in a few competent law schools of the
country. The whole educational programme may require the support of experts in
various fields of trade, commerce and industry from advanced countries.
It is quite possible now to envisage that in order to support various agreements under GATT, including TRIMS, TRIPS and GATS, a short and long term
educational programme can be built up. Indian law firms can themselves create an
established centre of learning for such type of high level training in skills and
experience-based education. Unless this is done in a very appropriate manner, the
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requirement of foreign law firms to extend their services for foreign Indian clients
within the territory of India will certainly increase. At some point of time, Indian
clients shall insist on quality service of the standard of a world class foreign law
firm. Consequently, the demand for opting out to another legal system and also
being subject to a different jurisdiction shall also increase. Corporate legal work
requires positive and contractive lawyering capacity so that the risk of litigation
goes down. This type of legal practice involves high organisational and management competence as well as the infrastructure to build up big multi-disciplinary
law firms. Corporate sector demands quick resolution of disputes and therefore
calls for alternative dispute resolution mechanism. With the new Arbitration Act,
it is quite possible to bring alternative dispute resolution mechanism as a system
so that disputes can be resolved quickly and efficiently. The present Indian legal
system really does not have a proper structural system to allow Indian law firms to
favourably compete with the foreign law firms. A strategy therefore needs to be
developed so that the competence of Indian law firms can be increased and at the
same time, the foreign law firms are strategically allowed to gradually enter, in
order to ensure a competitive efficiency in the professional service sector. Unless
we make these structural changes and emphasise building up of our lawyering
competence through constant training and motivation, both in the context of short
term and long term interests of the country, foreign law firms may take over and
merge with Indian law firms.
We have a very strong advantage, as mentioned earlier, in the optional area
of Rule of Law. It is quite possible to develop ourselves quickly by legal and
functional structural adjustments to take advantage of the increasing foreign investment. Globalisation can become advantageous to the Indian legal profession
iftaken with determined commitment and with an effort at capacity building. But
it may also become disastrous if there is no appropriate structural adjustment, and
the profession remains unprepared.

